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Literary analysis, the s tudy of texts is 
my vocation. My specialty, as some of you know' is 
the literary creativity of the Jews and some of'their 
ne ig~bors from ~he second century B.C. to the eighth 
or ~lnth centurles A.D. - a literature produced in 
anclent Palestine and Babylonia, in the Helenistic, 
Roman and early Mohammedan worlds. 

I like to think that I deal with a crucial 
pe~iod in human history, with the texts and contexts, 
Wh lCh are the sources of Western Civilization - the 
time and the place in which the religions of the 
West, its ethics and much else are rooted. A ritual 
meal, to cite an obvious example, with the inevitable 
bread and wine, typical of a Jewish home of some 
nineteen hundred years ago on the shores of the Sea 
or Galllee, is celebrated in the capitol of this 
Western Terminus by Leonard Bernstein, et aI, at the 
dedication of the John Kennedy Center for the Per
forming Arts. 

This evening, in part to avo id a busman's 
holiday and to control the temptation - not uncommon 
among academicians - to be learned and erudite, I 
depart from the familiar and comfortable milieu of 
my workaday world, and hazard, with hesitancy and 
even trep idation, a brief exploration of the other 
polar extreme, the Easternmost outpost of Eastern 
c i vilization, the land of the "Chrysanthemum and the 
Sword," modern Japan - espec i a lly as revealed to me 
by one whom. many consider to have been the most 
t a lented, creative, charismatic literary and political 
figure of post-World War II Japan, Yukio Mishima. 

The focus of this paper and my interest in 
Japan stem, however, from a motive more profound than 
the attraction o£ the exotic or the need to escape 
Irom the workaday routine. I have been progressively 
persuaded - and during my recent visi t to Japan thi s 
persuasion has been strengthened to the point of 
conviction - that the Japanese-American encounter, 
''''h ich began so inauspiciously in an age of colonial 
expansion and economic imperialism and, in our own 
times, exper ienced in the form of mortal combat and 
in the r elationship of the conqueror to the vanquished, 
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this East-West encounter has the potential of a new 
synthesis m far reaching significance not only for 
the United Stat e s and Japan but for the whole of 
humanity. 

Just this past June, I sat for many hours 
in the Tea Room of the Imperial. Hotel in Tokyo with 
a gentle and wise humanist, a professor of philosophy 
a t Nihon University, who ha s devoted much of his 
long and impressive academic career to searching out, 
encouraging and strengthening the universal impulses, 
the "consciousness of the community of mankind" within 
the intellectual tradition and in the contemporary 
society of Japan . This Japanese scholar, a former 
Rockefeller Research Fellow at Harvard and Fellow 
at the Center for Behavioral Sciences at Stanford, 
Professor Seizo Ohe (to whom I was introduced by 
our own distinguished Emissary to Japan, Van Ames) 
kept my wife and myself entranced with his vision 
of the possible role of Japan and the United States 
in the emergence of a new, universal scientific 
humanism rooted in the age-old wisdom of East and 
West. The future, as he saw it, an ever expanding 
consciousness of the community of mankind, free of 
splintering, chauvenistic national rivalries, is 
even now emerging in the ongoing dialogue between 
the westernmost, most highly developed outpost of 
Western cul ture, the United States, and the eBtern
most, most advanced form of Eastern civilizat ion, 
J apan. 

Professor Ohe, we found in our extensive 
travels through Japan, is not unique. We met kindred 
~pirits on the numerous university campuses we visited, 
Ln the Zen and other Buddist Temples, in the various 
strata of Japanese society, the young and the old, 
and, most surprising to us, among the managerial 
elite within the strongholds of bUSiness and finance. 

An unbridled opt,imism is, of course , naive. 
A more realistic view must take cognizance of the 
many shadows, unsettling, even frightening aspects 
of contemporary Japan: A renascent, strident nationalism
the resurgence of the prewar industrial giants ; a 
growing tendency toward elitism in educ~tion; the . 
shallow and fragile roots of democracy In Ja~an ; s~gns . 
of a growing zenophobia and particularly antl-Amerlcanlsm. 
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To this somber list must be added the st~ong tradi
tional pull of the Japanese toward cultural isolation, 
the non-involvement of the historic Japanese religions, 
their institutions an~ clergy, in contemporary moral 
and ethical issues or in social problems (Unlike the 
s ituation in the West , religion is not the strong 
mor al force which s tands in judgement of society 
and calls it to ac count); the lightning speed of their 
technologic and industrial development with their 
inevitable consequences ot a too rapid urbanization, 
dislocation of population , a breakdown of traditional 
cultural patterns, overcrowded, unmanageable megalo
poli , Q polluted envi~'u.nlllent and the many other, all 
to famili ar, byproducts. One American reviewer 
recently wrote: "Tokyo . Unbeautiful but alive and 
monstrously cancerously growing, just as New York 
City - quite as unbeautiful - is visibly dying, it s 
rot a way of life. That will be Tokyo's future, too 

" All of thes e must temper a naive enthusiasm, 
no matter how well intentioned , and bring the pro
bability of the future creative role of Japan within 
the community or nations into serious question. 

Nevertheless , an informed, . balanced view 
l eads to the conclusion that Professor Ohe's vision 
of Japan as the apostle of universal peace and en
lightenment - though it tends towards hyperbole -
is considerably more than the illusion of a utopian 
visionary. There is much in the reality. o£ contem
porary Japan which r ecommends an optimistic view -
despite the many problems - and justifi es the expec
t a tion of new and exciting alternatives emerging from 
the East, insights rooted in a very ~ncient wisdom. 
and refined in the furnace of Hiroshlma and Nagasakl. 

If we can continue and strengthen an attitude 
of sympathetic openness.toward Japan.and her problems, 
it is inevitable, I belleve, that thls superbly 
gifted , sensitive, intelligent and inventive p~ople 
will contribute significantly toward the solutlon 
of the many difficulties we share a~ humans • . A 
necessary pre-requisite, I stress, lS a non-Ju~g~mental 
stance on our part, an attitude . purge~ of v:s;~f~~~on_ 
fe elings of superiority and raclal anlmus, th 
ship of mut~ral.respect ~m~n~f~6~~1~; u~~~~:~!nd ~he 
mo st es~entlal lS a,genul~lems _ economic, social, 
complexlty of Japan s pro 
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psychologic. Japan, with her twa thousand year old 
culture and cen~uries of almost total isolation, is 
str~ggling to cope with and to ad just to change so 
r ap ld and all per ' asive by comparison our own pace 
appears static. If, as Alvin Toffler suggests we 
Am . ff " , , . erlcans, su er =rom "future sho ck," the "shatt er-
~ng stress and d~sori entation " indLlced by exposure 
to too much change i n to o short a time, then even 
the word "miracle" in it s liter a l denotation is an 
understatement when one describes the Japanese 
ach~evemen~ ~uring the past two decades, if only in 
the~r reta~n~ng some semblance of sanity. 

Genuine dialogue with the Japanese is 
undoubtedly difficult~ and especially so for us 
Americans with our residual World War II memories 
and occupation mentality. Our very generosity and 
benign attitude as victorious conqueror - perhaps 
unique in history - complicates the relationship 
almost to the point of despair. One Japanese intel
lectual when asked recently what his people think 
of Americans is reported to have replied: "Very 
little. Not like before. I was just reading an 
Osada newspaper. Forty years ago a girl writes that 
her life ambition is to meet a Caucasion, an American, 
and become his mistress . Now there is certain disdain 
for Americans •.. The Japanese have a contempt not 
only for the American imperium but for its cultural 
artifacts •.. " 

My wife and I spent close to six weeks 
this past May and June t:r:avelling through Japan. 
We looked and watched an~ stared and read and~estioned -
and listened. We spent hours, days in serious, probing 
discussions with academicians, university presidents, 
students and philosophers, Zen Buddhists and Shi~to 
Priests. We were entertained with customary lav~sh
ness by business executives, accompanied - an unheard 
of breach - by, of all people, their o~ wives. We 
were stimulated to the point of exhaustlon. But I 
remained very much the stranger, the outsider. I 
confess quite candidly that were these personal con
tacts to .have been our only reliance, Japan and the 
Japanese would have remained almos t as much of a 
riddle to me on the day I flew out of Tokyo as on 
the day I arrived. 
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I have also had the privilege of teaching 
a number of Japanese graduate students. One of them 
was a convert to Jadaism who, after years of study , 
was ordained as a Rabbi - the first and only racially 
Japanese Rabbi in history. I spent countless hours 
with these students through theyears. But in these 
i nstances, too, I rarely felt confident that I really 
understood or that there was genuine communication 
between us. 

The most effective vehicle for me in my 
effort to penetrate the Japanese mind and ,to grasp 
the essential ethos of Japan, has been the written 
word, the considerable literature about Japan, her 
h istory, sociology, religions, her art and literary 
creativity . I found the growing body of Japanes e 
f iction available in English translation - ancient 
and modern poetry, t ales , plays and novels - especi
ally helpful. Writers like Soseki Natsume, Akatagawa, 
Kobo Abe , Japan's Nobel l aureate Yasunari Kawabata , 
Tani zaki and , above all , Yukio Mishima , aflDrded me 
glimpses of the interior, the t hought ? r ocesses, t he 
emot i onal responses of the Japanese . These authors 
took me inside the homes, into the daily world of 
the rice farmer, the fisherman, the Zen acolyte, 
the geisha. and the pearl diver. But even more signi
ficantly, these writ ers revealed to me something of 
the psyche, the soul and heart of Japan. 

II 

Prior to last November, barely a year ago, 
Yukio Mishima (a pseudonym adopted when he was still 
in school; h is real name was Kimitake Hiraoka) was 
l ittle more than a nodding acquaintance. I had read 
8ne of his novels, The Temple of the Golden Pavilion 
(Kinkakuyi ) which impressed me as the work of a major 
talent. I was dimly aware, by having read a few 
articles in the literary journals in the fifties 
and sixties, that Mishima was a leading literary 
personality in Japan. I shared, I suppose, the 
;eneral unease concerning the reported revival of 
~ineteen-thirties style militarism, a proto-fascism 
:n Japan of which Mishima's private army, the Shield 
So ciety (Tate No Kai), was often cited as the overt 
symbol. But i~was his spectacular suicide by ritual 
di sembowlment, the trad itional samura i seppuku 
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(hara-kiri) on November 25, 1970, and the shrill 
reactions of alarm in the American, and even more 
so, in the International Press, which aroused a 
deeper interest and rnotivi:J,ted a further exploration 
of this highly complex, fascinating and, in some 
ways, frightening personality. 

Mishima was born in Tokyo in 1925, the son 
of a high ranking civil servant . He was graduated 
from the aristocratic Peers school in 1944 where he 
received a citation from the Emperor as the highest 
honor student. The army rejected him for military 
service because of symptoms of tuberculosis (He was 
weak and sickly as a child and adolescent .) and, as 
a result, he spent the latter part of the war as a 
f a ctory worker. He earned a degree in Jurisprudence 
at the Imperial University in Tokyo in 1947 and in 
the following year his first novel was published. 

In his brief carccr - he was only forty
five when he died - Mishima turned out twenty novelS, 
thirty-three Kabuki, Noh and modern plays, eighty 
short stories, poems, songs and literally hundreds 
of articles - essays and criticism. He was awarded 
every presti'geous literary proze. Many - both in 
and out of Japan - still insist that Mishima, rather 
than Kawabata who a ctually won the award in 1968, 
mer ited the Nobel Prize for Literature. 

Soon after the appearance of his first 
novel, and with increa sing momentum each year, Mishima 
became a culture hero, the idol of many of the young. 
His novels were best sellers . A number were made 
into highly successful motion pictures . Mishima had 
Japan gasp ing with admira tion, bewilderment , and 
often, with outrage. He played many roles; he wore 
many costumes and engaged in numerous pastimes: From 
acting in gangster movies (with the popular actress 
Ayako Wakao), to Samura i swordsman, karate expert, 
aesthete , bon vivant, gourmet , international traveler, 
homosexual, romantic l over, political visionary -
a sort of Zen-man for a _l s ea sons . 

An American correspondent wrote after his 
first meeting with Mishirna : "He was wearing a skin
tight T-shirt and artfully fade d dungarees whose 
knees looked like he had sandpapered. them. . • Mishima' s 
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jeans were his idea of perfection in a foreign mode ••. 
Along with the dash, moreover, there wa~ a kind of 
desperate daring •.• He was short but llthe and . 
beautifully powerful. His high style, as much physlcal 
as literary, r adiated a tense balance between thought 
and passiun, contemplation and motion . With hours 
of weight lifting, wrestling or kendo, the traditional 
Japanese art of swordsmanship, he honed his body to 
an edge as sharp as his mind •.. " 

During the late sixties, Mishima, with 
increasing fe rvor, propogandized for the reestablish
ment of a national army in Japan and f or the ·revision 
of the Peace Constitution adopted by the Japanese 
following the Second World War in which Japan abro
gated for all time the right to maintain armed 
forces or to make war . To help effectuate this change, 
Yukio Mishima organized a private army of dedicated 
young men, The Shield Society. He denied, however, 
that he wanted to restore a pre-World War militarism. 
Japan's traditional martial spirit, Mishima argued, 
is the very opposite of modern militarism which he 
saw as a Western import. Only foreigners mix up 
militarism and the samurei spirit; in the Japanese 
mentality, he inSisted, they a re opposite~. 

Finally, at ten minutes past noon on 
November 25th last year, Mishima and four young dis
ciples, p~andishing razor sharp samurai swords, invaded 
the office of a lieutenant general of. Japan ' s Self
Defense Forces and tied the general to his chair. 
Mishima then stepped out onto a balc ony and addressed 
a crowd of more than a thousand Self-Defense soldiers. 
In h is emotional harangue he decried the impotence 
of the "Self-Defense Forces (which) has continued to 
bear the cross of national dishonor since the defeat 
of the country." "The Self-Defense Forces," Mishima 
shouted, "has not been given the fundamental right 
to establish an army .•. We believe that unless the 
Self-Defense Forces itself wakes up, sleeping Japan 
will not awaken .. . (Three years ago) I organized the 
Tate no kai (the Shield Society ) ... in the determination 
to sacrifICe our lives in order to make of the Self
Defense Forces when it awakens ... an honorable 
national army.' It is no longer possible to revise 
,~he Constitution under the parliamentary system ... 
We will wait no longer •.• We will rise together and 
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t ogether we wil l d i e for t he r ight. We will die to 
return Japan to her true fo r m ... Right now we will 
show you that t here is a value higher than reverence 
for life. It i s ne ither freedom nor democracy. It 
is Japan. Japan, the country ... we love. Is there 
no one who wil l die by hur l ing his body against the 
constitution wh ich has mutllated us? If there is, 
let us rise together even now, and let us die 
t ogether •.. " 

Next, apparently following a well planned 
plot, Mishima walked back into the office, knelt, 
disembowTIed himself and was beheaded in ritual 
sepukku style by one of his companions. Then the 
second, following the custom to the letter, slit his 
own belly and was in turn beheaded. 

The ancient act of hara-kiri was originally 
suicide a s a f orm of protest. Eventually, it became 
an act of a warrior in defeat, and, finally, an act 
reserved for warriors alone. No one of the merchant 
class, no woman and no one of the professional cla sses 
could commit a meaning.t'ul hara- kiri within the context 
of Japanese cul t ur e . That right was reserved to the 
samurai. .It is a pa inful death, according to the 
cognoscenti, and a s evere test. Mishima described 
it in detail in one of his best stories, Patriotism . 
The subject kneel s , stabs himself in t he side of the 
abdomen, and draws t h e sword across his body, releasing 
the intestines. Standing behind the subject is a 
samurai with a sword, whose function it is to behead 
the subject at the first sign of pain, or even the 
slightest alteration of the traditional posture. 
Mishima's inci s ion, it was reported, was seventeen 
centimeters long, and r epresents - so the experts 
attest - a degree of ast ery over physical re~lex, 
and over pain itself, unparalleled in modern records 
of this ritual. 

Mishima' s last words before his hara-kiri 
were reported to have been , "I don't think they 
heard me very well ." Apparently, he was mistaken. 
The highly respect ed Journal, The Japan Inte:pr~te~, 
in a memorial issue published months after Mlshlma s 
death, opens its lead edi~orial wi~h the sent ence: 
"It is impossible to say Jus t why lth,,:-d ~o happen on 
November 25th, 1 970 , but it i s a l s o dlfflcult to 
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deny ~hat the date will be an unforgettable one in 
the hlstory of Japanese thought." The prestigeous 
Japanese Quarterly, in the April-June, 1971 issue 
describes the reaction of the information media t~ 
Mishima's suicide as follows: 

"Television was of course the first 
medium to communicate the news. Excited 
announcers were followed on the screeno 
until deep into the night by a succession 
of scholars and critics delivering their 
own commentaries and interpretations. 
For the next three days the newsstands 
in the streets sold out completely and, 
though the rotary press turned out extra 
copies fo r distribtuion to stands at 
various stations and busy, downtown 
corners, it was unable to meet the 
preSSing demand. Many city bookshops 
immediately established a 'Mishima 
Corner' but the available supplies of the 
nearly 50 works which Mjshima had written 
were soon exhausted: one shop actually 
sold in a single day all thousand of 
the books which, on hearing the news, it 
had taken into sto~k. 

"After the first week, the weekly 
magazines took over from television and 
the newspapers, and all these weeklies 
simultaneously issued special 'Mishima 
Editions' whose content was devised to 
suit readerships ranging from highbrows 
to housewives •.• Then, a fortnight 
after the actual event, came the turn of 
the record ing companie s . Discs of Kabuki 
plays which Mish ima had written and produced, 
Mishima's readings of his own works, 
attempts to re-create 'The 25th of Novemb er' 
as a sound document, and nu::~~~si~t~~~Ck 
records.and so~o-~~eet~oa~;nclude the cycle, 
succes s 1on • FLna . y , onsidered Mishima's 
the month~Y magazl~~~ c f political, literary 
suicide wlth alwe~ al ~nformation analyzed 
or psychopatho OglC 
in detail." 
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The avid interest of the masses of Japanese 
was insatiable. The event was t reated as a major 
national tragedy. The react"ons variously reveal 
shock, fear, dismay, a sense = profound loss, deep 
mourning . And yet in our travels through Japan, just 
a few months after what all _e evidence indicated 
was a traumatic shock, we f ound a bland indifference, 
a reluctance to admit that __ is ima 's death or life 
was of any significance whate er e We asked the 
numerous people we met - rig ists and leftists, 
students, intellectuals, literat i; men and women of 
different strata of socie ty - about their reactions 
to and their views of Mishima . To our surprise, the 
responses were a shrug, a somewhat s trained silence 
or a hurried dismissal with the perfunctory comment, 
"He was mad;" "An insane pursuit of some ultimate 
eroticism;" "A doubl e suic ide of homosexual lovers," 
and t he like. Invariably, we soon found ourselves 
on another subject. 

It is possible, of course, thatihis obviously 
feigned indifferenc e reflects the concern of the 
Japanese over the negative reaction toMishima's 
suicide in the international press and over the 
possible damage to the image of Japan in the West. 
A veteran journalist on one of the prominent dailies 
voiced these misgivings when he wrote: "It is 
undeniable that hara-kiri has been firmly implanted 
in foreign minds as a representative image of the 
darker aspec t of the Japanese character. Far from 
being regarded as an exaple of Japanese ritual beauty , 
Mishima's hara-kir i may very well do no more than 
confirm foreign suspic ion of the ineradicable 
' innateness' of Japanese savagery and primitiveness." 

The international reaction was closely 
watched in Japan on televis ion and other news media . 
The Chinese People' s Dail} stated that "this monkey show 
in the so-called spiri 0 bushido is one more danger 
signal of the accelerating revi~al of Japane~e 

. militarism. " (You may have notlced tha~ durlng ~ame s 
Reston's recent interview of Chou En-Lal, Chou clted 
Yukio Mishima as the example of a renasc ent Japanes~ 
militarism.) Rus"'SIa's Pravda stressed that "the:e lS a 
definite group in Japan try ing to make use of thls 
event (Mishima's suicide) not onl~ to adv~cate a 1 
return to militarism but also to lmplant In the peop e 
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a sense of racial consciousness and a desire for 
vengeance." The American press echoed similar 
"militaristic explanations," though the New York 
Times took the position that "Mishima 's real objec
t ive lay not in the revival of militarism but of 
bushido (the samurai) and the traditional culture 
of Japan." 

The concern with foreign reaction and with 
t he image of Japan i s quite characteristic and may 
partially explain the attempt to play down Mishima's 
i mpact and influence. It fails to account, however, 
for the exaggerated play of indifference, as if our 
J apanese hosts had been trying to convince themselve s 
of the authenticity of the pose. We encountered no 
similar r eluc tance in discussing the radical right, 
or the student riots which left many university 
campuses in shambles, or the host of other problems 
wh ich Japan faces. The usual attitude was one of 
candor and a eenuine a ttempt to communicate. The 
preoccupation with the impression on foreigners also 
falls far short of explaining a reported typical 
r emark, "Mishima didn't die; he accomplished the 
f eat of dying;" or the general rea ction of the younger 
generation, "At any rate, Mishima actually did it;" 
or the conclus ion of the Japanese Quarterly that "the 
general reaction to the Mishima Incident ••. clearly 
betrays those el ements of dange~ and instability 
wh ich lurk" behind the "healthy" facade of postwar 
J apan. 

Mishima, the response of the Japanese to 
h i m and their reaction to his death puzzled and in
trigued. I felt intuitively that in comprehending 
t h is complex phenomenon, I would somehow grasp a 
pr ofound strain, perhaps the deepest, of the J apane se 
psyche and of the elaborate culture ~hic~ p~es~rve s 
and nurtures it. I immersed myself ~n M~sh~ma s 
writings his autobiographic and his fictional work, 
t d find the answer. And slowly, hesitantly, the . 
answer emerged - or, at the very leas~, a persuasl~e 
hypothesis, with considerable evidenae to support ~t. 

Mishima's novels are full of vio~enc e , et 
ssion blood and gore, and death . He trled to" g 

pa , . d t the "mascul ine " "rough souled ba ck he sal , 0 , dIed" 
rath~r than the "feminine" or "ten er sou 
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tradition of Japanese literature . "I am trying to 
get back to the "rough-soul " trad ition of ,the 
samura~ - warrio: stories from the middle age, 
samural poetry' Slnce the 15th century , and even some 
Noh and Kabuki plays ••. Since World War II the 
feminine tradition has been emphas ized to the ex
clusion of the masculine. We wanted to cover our 
consciences. So we gave great publicity to the fact 
that we are a peace-loving peopl e who love flower
arranging and gardens. I t was purposely done ... 
It worked. But we have also h idden this 'rough soul' 
tradition from our own conscience ." Or on another . ' occaslon, he said, "We have stylized this blood 
and brutality into a special sense of beauty. It 
comes from our sub.conscious . We have always had a 
special symbolism about blood." 

Mishima 's first novel , Confessions of a 
Mask, is partially autobiographic. , Its hero is a 
homosexual with strong sadistic tendencies. In the 
f inal scene, the narrator becomes aware of his 
fas cination with the coarse vitality of a young 
tough : "My fervent gaze was fixed upon that rough 
and savage, but incompar ably beautiful body ..• When 
he threw back his head , I couli see his thick, 
muscular neck . •. I was thinking of but one thing ... 
of a sharp dagger cutting through that belly-band, 
piercing that torso. Of his soiled belly-band 
beautifully dyed with blood . Of his gray corpse 
being put on an improvised stretcher . .. " 

In Mishima 's second novel, Thirst for Love, 
a young widow, Etsuko , living in the house of her 
elderly father-in- law to whom she submits, de~elops 
a consuming passion fo r Saburo, ~ young, stupld, 
insensitive farm boy . In a cruclal scene at a 
carnival when Etsuko , lost in the anonymity of the 
crowd, finds hersel f next to Sab~ro, she v~ole~tlY, 
uncontrollably gashes his back wlth h~r na7ls In. 
sensuous ecstasy. Finally when one nlght.ln a "fleld 
her passion was at the moment of consumatlon, She 
seized a mattock ... and s wung it at Sabur?'s shoulder ... 
The well-honed whit e steel passed above hlS shoulder 
and cut through the n ape of his neck . The young man 
emitted a small suppressed shout and tottered forward ... 
The next blow slashed him ac roSS the skull. He put 
his hands to his he ad and fell." 
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In a seminal study of the Tristram and 
I s olde myth published many years ago (Love in the 
Western World), Dennis de Rougement made US aware that 
when one i s smitten by what he terms "the dark 
passion, " one is in love not with any phys ical loved 
obj ect, but with love itself. The dark passion draws 
t h e lover away from a ll that is earthly and living 
to seek dea th, . such passion can never be slaked 
until ~t i s consummated in the dark night of death. 
"Unawares and in spite of themselves," De Rougement 
wr ites, the passionate lovers have had but one desire -
t he desire for death ... In the innermost recesses 
of thei r hearts they have been ob eying the fatal 
dictates of a wish for death; they have been in the 
t hroes of the active passion of Night . II Passion can, 
t herefore, never find fulfillment; it is feverish, 
violent ; its symbol i s the sword and the unattainable 
wh ite lady; romant ic, tragic, hop eless love; it is 
a lust for death. 

While De Rougement discovers the passiona te 
mode only in deeply disguised form, in myth and 
symbol , Mishima embraced it openly and proclaimed it 
as the true spirit of bushido, the way of the Samurai 
i n whose revival he saw Japan's glorious destiny. 
In a vo lume published just before his suicide, Sun 
and Steel, Mishima explains: "Specifically , I 
cherished a romantic impulse toward death , yet at 
t he same t ime, I required a strictly cla ssical body 
a s its vehicle; a peculiar sense of destiny made me 
believe that the reason why my romantic impulse 
t oward dea th rema ined unfulfilled in reality was the 
immens ely simple f act that 1 lacked the neceoodL'Y 
physical qualificat ion. II And in another passage he 
writes tha t the beauty of the sword lies " .•• in its 
allying itsel f not with pessimism and impotence but 
with abounding energy, the flower of physical per
fec tion and the will to fight ... " 

In one of his most successful plays, based 
on an ancient Noh play, The Damask Drum , Mishima 
portrays an old janitor who fall s hopelessly in love 
with a client of a fashionable couturiere in the 
bu ilding across the way. The oldman is told that he 
will win the favor of his beloved if he succeeds in 
beating a drum loud enough for her to hear it; the 
covering of the drum is damask ins tead of skin and 
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the drum make s no sound. The janitor commits suicide. 

Even .:sh ima's homosexuality, and his 
elaborate trea~ment of it in several of his novels 
was just another fo rm of expressing his enchantment 
with the passi na e mode and its object, death. 
Homosexual love, in its essential impossibility of 
fulfillment - if only in that it involves no pro
creative mystery - its feverishness, intensity, its 
sub rosa aspect , its "sinfulness" within Japanese 
culture and (until recently) our own, shares all the 
characteristics of the passionate mode and betrays 
its essential impulse as the death wish. 

Vi olence, passion,death are the reourring 
themes in Mishima's writings. Is it possible that 
in revealing hi s own fatal fascination with death 
he revealed much more; that he brought to light and 
uncovered t hat which the Japanese has carefully 
hidden and disguised, even from himself, and lies 
deeply encrusted in the centuries-old ritual, cere
mony and social convention of Japan? Perhaps Mishima 
with his superb artistic talent and through his death 
made explicit and for a moment brought into conscious 
awareness that which has an irresistable attraction 
for the Japane se and that which he mortally fears. 
It must therefore be suppressed, sublimated and dis
guised. Is this possibly the reason why Mishima 
fascinated and fri ghtened? Why his profound impact 
has to be denied? 

I would suggest the possibility that the 
endless rehearsal of the myths and legends about the 
shoguns - a seemingly s~ntimen~al devotio~ to ~ne'~ 
traditions - is in reallty motlvated to flnd VlcarlOUS 
release in the cruel ty, deception, violence and 
murder of these war lords. Many of the Noh plays . 
or Kabuki Theatre prDvide a socially acceptable catharsl s 
for frustrated pass ions and secret lust for death. 
Even the contemplation of the sublime bea~ty of.a 
gnarled, tortured, bound and choked ~onsal may 7nvolve, 
on the deepest level , the secret thr7ll one derlves 
as he responds to the congealed passlon of stunt~d 
frustrated growth c ompresse~ in the miniature tWlsted 
trunk. 

That passion which Mish ima openly embraced, 
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most Japanese can~cept only in the form of the con
trolled, stylized, tradition-bound tea ceremony; or 
disguised in the breathtaking serene beauty of a 
f l ower arrangement, or as it hides behind the deathly 
stillness of the incomparably stone garden in 
Kyoto. In imitation of Mt. Fuji, the god many Japanese 
worship and adore, he hides the violence and passion 
deep in his bowels; he covers it, like Fuji, behind 
layer upon layer of the most captivating manicured 
landscape - an aesthete's paradise of beauty and 
tranquility. But the red-hot lava inexorably exerts 
its ever more intense pressure. The danger is that 
the safety valves become ineffective and only a major 
eruption which rips the tranquil disguise will 
provide r elease. 

One student explained that he joined 
Mishima's private army because he agreed with Mishima 
"that we muot r eotore the sword to the chrysanthemum." 
Mishima, I believe, revealed something more. He 
uncovered the secret heart of the chrysanthemum, that 
which is carefully hidden by the exquisite white 
petals - the flashing steel blade , with its violence, 
passion and death. 

In the Temple of the Golden Pavilion, one 
of Mishima's finest novels, the young Zen acolyte 
finds freedom and release only by burning the Temple. 
The Japanese, I am certain, will find another way. 

Eugene Mihaly 


